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25. クオーク物慢でのこ重力イラル密E電波
D阻alchiral density wave in quark matter 
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京都大学大学院理学研究科

でbshitakaTatsumi 
Department of Physics， Kyoto University， Kyoto 606-8502 

abstract 

We prove that quark matter is unstable for forming a dual chiral density 
wave above a critical density， within the Na皿 bu-Jona・LasinioIIlodel. Presence 
of a dual chiral density wave leads to a uniform ferromagnetism in quark 
matter. A similarity withむhe8pin density wave theory in electron gas and the 
pion condensation theory is also pointed out. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently condensed matter physics of QCD has been an exciting area in nuclear physics. 
Superconducting model ofthe vacuum is a classic one，五rstlyconsidered by 河ambuand J ona-
Lasinio七ounderstand the nucleon mass [1]. Recently their model has been consi伽 :edas an 
effective model embodying spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry in terms of quark degree 
of freedom [2]. Very recently color superconductivity in quark matter has been extensively 
studied by many authors [3]‘ There are also some works to inqui陀 thecoexi回enceof these 
two phases on the phase diagram of司uarkmatter [3，4トOn吐1eother hand，七hepossibility 
of ferromagnetism (FM) in quark皿 atterhas been also discussed [5]. 

It has been suggested that ferromagnetic phase exists at rather low d制問itiesi臥 analogy
with an electron gas discussed by Bloch [6] and demonstrated that rela.tivistic effecむsplay 
an important role in quark matter. However， the framework there is not self-consistent 
and simply based on the perturbation theory with one-gluon-exchange interaction. 80， it 
mighむbeinteresting to inquire inもothe possibility of FM in quark ma日ermore closely 
from elementary many-body theories; relativistic Hartree-Fock (町並)calculations 日light
be desirable as a firs七step. However， RHF calculations have七wodi師eulti制 oneis due 
to the retardation e官ectin the interactions and the other is due to the vacuum effects. In 
particular， it is well known that the latter effects are indispensable in considering the phase 
diagram of quark matter at low densities， since they should give rise to confinement and 
spontaneously symmetry breaking of chiral symmetry. 

We consider here the coexistence of .FM and vacuum superconductivity. We prove that 
quark matter becomes unstable for a formation of a dual chiral density wave above a critical 
density， using the N amb凶uト-J亀J01
density wave state is a ferromagnetic state. Thus there appears some coexistence region on 
the phase diagram of quark matter. 

*E-mail address: tatsumi@ruby.scphys.kyo七o-u.ac.jp
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II. DUAL CHIRAL DENSITY WAVE 

We start with the NJL Lagrangian with Nf = 2 fiavors and Nc = 3 colors， 

£η，jl =長(i伊-mc)ψ+ G[(長ψ?+ (長打'5Tψ?l， (1) 

where mc is the current mass， mc ~ 5MeV. Under the Hartree approximation， we linearize 
Eq. partially閃 pla.cingthe bili附 ar司凶rkfields by theII‘expectation values with 
respect凶 theground staむe.Note that we keep pseudo-scalar as well as scalar mean-field. In 
the usua1 tr州 tmentもogenerate a dynamical quark mass and study the restoration of chiral 
symmetry within the NJL model， allthors implicitly assllmed the pseudo-scalar mean-field 
should be va目的hed. Howeverヲ吐lIsIs justified only for the vacuum since it is a definite 
eige則前川崎 parityぅ州d七hereis no compe11ing re倒的対白litebaryon density. In the 
foIlowing we sha1l8eeもwodegrees of freedom play an important 1'o1e at finite baryon density. 
We地ちumethe following form for the mean-fields， 

(ψψ)=ムcosB(r) 

(ψ打573ψ)=ムsinB(r)，

(2) 

(3) 

and 0もhersare vanished 1 . Both scalar and pseudo-scalar densities always reside on the 
chiral circle of the radius 6.， I (長ψ)円+I(-/tiγ573ψ)12 =ム2，while each density is spatially 
variant. T.乱叫拙山kiα仰i打I時 & 附

S側e刷ta伽i拘u刷刷札剖1chオ由hi凶 d削i
a副n吋dc叩叫叫a叫，ll凶 a ch巾hir胤削、汲&副 d巾e川附it句ywave analogy with spin density wave (SDW) by Overhauser in 
conde附 ed-matterphysics [8]. 1n their為削叫Zonly H陀 scalar印刷n-fieldoscillates with自由e
wave number and七hepseudひscalarone Is discarded. It is also interesting to recall that 
DCD明 con品gurationis similar to the pion condensation in high-density nuclear matter 
within the σ削 吋elぅ conside附 byDautry and Nyman (DN) [9]， whereσand πo meson 
conde凶 atestakeもhesaI凶 form邸 Eq.(3). 2 

Accordinglyう wedefine a new quark fieldψw by the Weinberg transformation， 

ψw = exp[iγ'573q. r/2]ψ， (4) 

to get the transformed Lagrangian， 

LMF  = -/Tw [i伊-m -1/2γ5乃g]ψw-Gム2+ OL， (5) 

where 8C is a small residual term due to the current mass mc， 
乙SB ニ ~mιψw[exp(iγ'573包 r) … 1]ψw ， and we put川三 mc-2Gs and qμ= (0， q). In the 
following， we first take七hechiral limit (川c= 0) discarding 8.c and estimate the mc =J. 0 
case later. The form given in (5) appears to be the same as that in七hesuperconductor 
model of the vacuum except an axial-vector field generated by the wave vector of DCDW; 

lWe， hereafter， only consider the charge eigenstate for the ground state. 

2The DN model has been recently revisited in ref. [10] in the context of saturation problem of 
nucle町皿抗terwithin the σmodel. In ref. [11] the similar configuration has been also considered 
in quark mat加rwithin a hybrid model with quark-meson couplings. 
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the αmplitude of the DCD¥町 producesthe dynamical mass in this case. We shall see the 
axial-vector field gives ri間七oFM in quark matter and the wave vector q is related to the 
magnetization: the phase of七heDCDW induces the magnetization. 

The Dirac equation for ψw then reads 

(i伊-m -1/2T3'YdJ.)ψw=O. (6) 

We can find a spatially uniform solution for the quark wave function，ψw = uw(p) exp(ip. r)， 
3 and the eigenvalues are 

E:=JE~+I司12/4 土 v(p. q)2 + m21q12， Ep = (m2十〆)1/2 (7) 

for positive energy (valence) quarks w羽it出hd品i宜晶er問en叫tpola紅ri恒za剖tion臨 For negative energy quarks 
in the Dirac sea， they have a spectrum symmetric with respect to nullline because of charge 
conjugation symmetry in the Lagrangian (5). 

The mean-value of the spin operator is given by 

nμ
一

土
一
土
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一E
J

I
J
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一
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z
δ
 (8) 

w羽抽tωhs=[Pf可EFT官山Tl

we can see that q is proportional 七加ot出hemagne剖ti恒za叫tionand the solu叫1此ti灼Ollwith q ヲ#正 OiI凶i且lp凶lie郎S 

FM. The single-particle specむrum仔)clearly show待出eexchα句 esplitting between合間rgies
with two polarizations under the exIstence of magnetization; in the no泊 relativisticlimit， 
Ipl， Iql ~ m， Ei→m+長土 Iql/2[6]. Hereaft民 wechoose司//z， q = (0，0， q)， without 
loss of generality. We need not distinguish two日avorssince al1 the resu1ts do not depend 
on the sign of q. The energy spectrum (7) shows some interesti時 features:first it breaks 
rotation symmetry to result in axially-deformed Fermi sea. Secondly， E.戸品、stdecreases and 

問 acheszero at p = (0，0， Jq2/4 -m2) as a function of Ipl in case of m < q/2. 
The thermodynamic potential is then given as 

ntotal = 'Y ! 蒜[ 何 -μ )8-+叫(何何E写J一ω桝州(h叫+J一 γイ!(蒜宗与3[防可+ 可剖]+巾(仰m一 m叫叫川山c)♂山内)戸門削2勺2/4μ4

三 nva1+ nvac + (m -mc)2/4G. (9) 

where ().::r. = B(μ-E土)， μisthe chemical potential and γis出edegeneracy factor γ= NfNc. 

The first term nva1 is the contribution by the valence司uarksfilled辺Pto chemical potential， 
while the second term nvac is the vacuum contribution which is formal1y divergent. Once 
ntotaJ is properly evaluated， the equations to be solved to determineもheoptimal values of 
ムandq are 

8ntotaJ 8nto凶 n

sム 8q
(10) 

3This feature is very difIerent企omrefs. [7]， where the wave function is no more plane wave. 
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III. PROPER-'I‘IME REGULARIZATION 

Since NJL model is not renormalizable， we need 80me re伊llarizationprocedure to get a 
mea川ngfulfinite value for the vacuum contribution. WIεca.nnot apply七heusual momentum 
C川向。百 regularization(MCOR) seheme to regl巾 n加のvaCl持inc前七heenergy spectrum is no 
more rotal川 1sy削削trIc， Instead， we adopt the proper~time regl山，rì~ation (PTR) scheme 
[12刻]ト句 W舵 は山11山 もは出刷hi日i胎siおち a 1川 8机t州 ita伺a油bl汁市lぞ O附 fOJ刷r号( α1削 p川川u川IげrJ仰川川川}州附肘附帆肘札? 汎川I引}明 i白仏1孔vaeれ 何 烈M時t版$糾stl恥T
cha削I飢1geu胤IωlC吋d令ie制併r七叶heχct同ern札叫1"axial-vector品eld.It b許制l治hown 削 七h際 vacuum polariza-
tion明ffl的ctunder 母X同日laleleけ;romagnetic自信 canb経削除乱開d a彦副.ugeinvariant way， 
wh併 ethe enのrgyspectrum i時 deforJn制idependin原onthe fi県ldstrength. It is also known 
that the伸附叫uencesfrom the NJL model are alm川 tregularization-scheme independent 
[2]， il山u枇凶H配cけ山山〕オ巾11川udi時 む叶山he民 PTR 此叫I削

羽wルeθ例ve削n削もい川1I札叫II怜y如lぱd 

叫=~ ~/~ r∞土 f∞生三九一(~五2+q/がT + e-(#高官-q/立叶~n
ref
， 

8が/2Jo 75/2 1-∞ 2πL~ J 
、‘盲目，，，

唱

aA
噌'ム

r'z

‘、

which is reduced to the standard formula [2] in the limit q→O. 
We can easily刷， from Eq. 1)， tl則 theq degree of freedo肌 becomesredundant and 

theory must become t1"ivio.l in the limit m→0， which is equivalent withム→oin the chiral 
limit: al1 the obs併 vabl附 mustbe independent of q. This feature coincides with the form 
of DCDW. The in同gralwith respectむothe proper time 7 is not well defined as it is， since 
it is 8till divergent due to the 7 "-' 0 contribution. Regularization proceeds by replacing the 
lower bou凶 oftl開 integrationrange by 1/ A2， which corresponds to the momentum cut-off 
in the MCOR scheme， 

10
00 

d7→広2dT (12) 

IV. INSTABILITY OF QUARK MATTER 

Now we examine七heins七abilityof quark matter with respect七oformation of七heDCDW.
In the followi時間 considersign change of the curvature of n附 al創出eorigin (stiffness)， 
which is proportional to the inverse of the niagnetic susceptibili句r. Expanding nvac with 
respect to q up to O(q2)， we find 

γA2 
TI 2，， 2 

=ーーすJ(m2/ A2)q2 + O(q4) + neac 
167r“ 

三 02:9+QjBc十 O(q4)， (13) 

where J(x) is a universal function， 

J(x) = -xEi( -x)， (14) 

with the exponential integral Ei( -x). 。完~g is the pure magnetic contribution and provides 
a kinetic term for the DCDW . It originates from a vacuum polarization effect due to the 
presence of the DCDW and gives a 'repulsive' (positive) contribution irrespective of the 
value of mぅ80that the vacuum is stable against formation of the DCDW. Note that it gives 
a null contribution in case of m = 0 ， irrespective of q， as it should be. 
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The coe自cientof q2 term in n，，::.g， the vacuum stiffness parameterぅhasa definite physical 
meaning. Since the pion品ecayconstant んism dependent and is given in terms of J(x) 
within the NJL model [2]ヲ S1，，::.gcan be written出

ozg=がq2+ O(q4) (15) 

except an irrelevant constant. There are t.wo remarks in order. One is that ther円 appearsno 
divergence as A →∞ in t.he high側、 order同rmswith respect to q. Hence，汎rictlyspeaking， 

higher order terms should be dis(創d吋 [1~~] ， since the divergent term should do印刷teover 
other finite terms. The other is that (15) suggests七hatthe vaCllllm polarization effect 
precisely gives the corresponding瓦ineticterm in theσmodel， with a “running" pion decay 
constant. 

For given μand m， q we can evaluate the valence contribution nval using Eq. (7) and write 
down the general formula analytically， but it is very complicated. However， it is Sll伍cient
to consider the case such that q/2 < m and μ> m + q/2 for our present purpose. Then the 
七hermodynamicpotential can be expressed as 

。叫=eval(q) -μρ叫(q)， (16) 

where e(q) and ρ(q) are the energy density and the q1.町k-nur由 erdensity， respectively. After 
some maniplllation we find the valence contribution can be finally written as 

。叫 =QL-dF2q2H(μ/m)+ O(ピ)
三 neru+ n:，rg + O(q4)， (17) 

where H(x) = ln(x + JX2て1)and neal = eeru -μpeal. Since the function H(x) is always 
positive and a monotonollsly increasing fllnction: 

H(x) -→o as x →1 +0， →lnx 出 Z→+∞， (18) 

the magnetic term n:，rg contribute a negative energy and approaches to zero as m →o 
(triviality). We may easily unders七andwhy the valence quarks always favor the formation 
ofDCDW. 

-q/2 O 

Pz 
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FI G. 1. Energy spectra for p ~ ニニ O. Eオ. with m 0 are given by the 七hicklines， both of 
which overlap七heone， E， with the definite chirality (dotted line) by七hechirality dependent 
010鵬削川nト州出土qj2.We can see there 18 a level crossing at pz = 0 with m =札 while七heyare
splitted by the 111制組(<lash-dottedlin田). 

First， consiωr七heenergy spectra withoutもhemass七erm(see Fig.1). As is already 
di舵 ussedう OU1'七he川'Ybecomes七rivialin七hiscase and we find七wospectra 

E;= 仰い(IPzl対 /2)2，P上 =(Px，Py， 0)ぅ (19) 

which 酬の梢entiallyequlvalent with E;に !pl;taking a linear co帥 inationof the eigenstates 

ψ伝 weca心問con州 uctthe自genstaむesof defini恥 chiralityγ1'> with七hespectraぅ企土=

Jp1 + (pz士q/ヨ)2 There is a level crossing at p = O. Or附七hemass七ermis taken into 
account this dege削除racyis resolved and the exchange splitting appears at p = O. Hence it 
causes an energy gain， if q = 0(2μ); we can also see this is th e c揃 eby explicitly evaluating 
Q同 j. This meehanism is四 ry匁imilarもothat of SDW by Oved陥 user[7，8]. 

Using Eqs. (9)ぢ (13)ち (17)we write吐聞もhermodynamicpote凶

臼刷al= nNJL斗 nmag十ο(q4) (20) 

with 

(m -mc)2 
nNJL = neac(m) + neal(m) + 

4G 

nmag = ~f;(m)q2 -8;2 m2q2 H(μ/m)， (21) 

where nNJL is the usual one without DCDW and nr阿古 0(q2).The dynamical mass m 
is given by the equation，θntotal/δm = 0; At the order of qO the dynamical mass mO is 
determined by七heequation， 

nu 一一
L

一
川一

m

Q

一θ
向。 (22) 

Since m-mO =θ(♂)今 theDCDW with wave vector開onsetsat a density where nmag(mO， q) 
becomes neg机ive. Accordingly the critical chemical potentialμcr is determined by the 
equation， 

11"2 'y .~~ 02 TT I .cr I.~~ 0 -fz一ーヲmU:lH(μcr/mU
) = 0， 

ヨπ 8 71
(23) 

which means the stiffness parameter， which is proportional to the inverse of the magnetic 
susceptibiliもy，vanishes at this point， This is the th1'eshold co仰Atioれ U1a regulαrzzαtiorレ
schem♂ independ州 tw仰、 whilethe form of f7r depends on it. It i8 to be noted that this 
relation never depends on the values of the coupling eonstantどiandむheregulariz叫ion
pararneter A included In the model. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In Fig.2 we depict a criticalline determined by Eq. (23) in the μ-mO plane. In吐lelimit 
mO→0， we find 

yT=jpE/220m (24) 

with γE being Euler's constant and il = μ/ A in the PTR scheme， Thus， quark matter 
becomes unstable with respect to formation of DCDW and ferromagnetic pha.se appears 
beyond this chemical potential. Note that this is only a sufficientω吋 itionfor the開 istence
of ferromagnetic phase， and we can never excludes the possibili旬。fthe first order phase 
transition 01' metam特 netlsm.

There is left a delicate problem about the chiral symmetry restoration at finite density， 
especially about the order of the phase transition and七hecritical densityち whilegeneral 
picture might be common that the dynamical mass and the pion decayωns同ntdecreases 
as chemical poten七ialincreases. There are devoted many studies about七hぬissuebut they 
are model dependent; even within七heN model; some give a discontinnous jump of the 
dynamical mass as a function of ch前micalpotential， while some give a smcωth decrease， 
depending on the choice of values of tl回 parameters[2]. We assume here the smooth decrease 
of the dynamical mass with respect to chemical potential. 
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FIG.2. Criticalline and the dynamical mass in the mOμ pla凶 inthe chiral limit (le氏panel)
and in出ecase of nonvanishing current ma民 間c= 5MeV (right panel)ホ。riticalline is given by 
the PTR method (solid curve) and byもheMCORm併hod(crossed c世 ve).

In the left panel of Fig，2 we depict a灯台xample the dynamical mass as a solution of 
Eq. (22) in the chiral limit. Weωe a pararn例制 set == GA 2 100MeV and 
γ= 6. We can see七hatもhecrossing point of七wocurves glv削もheωiticalchemical potential， 
above which quark rnatter is in the ferromagnetic phase until chiral symmeもryIs restored. 
Varying the coupling constant g2， chiral symmetry is resもoredat the cl削 nicalpotential Tres， 
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戸
hav刊en∞ocrossing in the chiral limit， 

92- 4π2 一一 ~27.4p
-cr 1¥T 1¥T 仇~---{・¥¥… NcN

j

駒 (25) 

1n吐lerea1IstIc側関， where quarks have tiny ht目前litecurrent川内向s，e = q . r is no more 
the self同 conSl糊 nt以山tion. We can estimate the e側χp凶lici川州i汁社t司却削f刈1日削I

乙8柑Bb，匂IY-γ r閃ela蹴叩X羽in堵g七吋}附 fo川r口凶II瓜1of () tのsatisfy the 舎照xtr附除削II削11川11
乙8柑除(仰O(r付同l'吋‘う)日)l!80削(1'吋)ヱ O仏.Ifむ出hefo伽ο川r服 (οofぽf(1 i隠s 附扮a削，I時I
cha制n尽e削dtcο} 銭乱t討Isぱ里ちythe s附0叫lf-叩却イ一eo仙侃)泊江n附問8釘18引ten以凶cy.島 We ωnly 例ralua.tethe SB effect by using the quark 
wave function the 狗1limit. Since七heord的rofむ}同 SBeffect is m引 thisprocedure 
may b眠 regarded制 aperturbative expanト;ionin tenns of mc. We can税制ilys伺七hisgives 
rIseもonoの8sential伶ffectfo1' validity the critical line. thぞ rightpanel of Fig.2 we 
depict a critieal 1ine制鴻'e11a，s七hedynamical mass as functions chemical potential for a 
間 協11current ma掛 川cニ 5MeV We can easily seeむhattwo curves always have a crossing 
regardless of the coupling cons凶 nt，since chiral symmetry is nev併 restoredat finite density 
in七hisca制.

We a1so examine the regl山 rizatior同 chemedepend開問。ftl関川itiealline.Since Eq. (23) 
is regularization-seheme independent， we can use 0もherexpressions for the pion decay con-
時antfrr' We examine here the MCOR scheme to find both schemeおきivesimilar critical 
lines (crossed Cl1fve in Fig. 2). 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have examined the stability of quark matter against叶leformaもionof DCDW， using 
the NJL model制 ldfound that Dirac sea 1S sもiff，while Fermi sea is 80ft for it; the Overhauser 
mechanism works for Fermi sea.. The critical condition is derived for七heinstability， which 
implies the ferromagnetic transition. We have seen that ferromagnetism can coexist with 
七hevaじuumsupereonductivity. 

Upい thispoint we凶，veonly considered the direct channel (Hartree term) of the four 
Fermi interaction in the NJL model. When we consider the exchange contributions (Fock 
term) ， there appear quark-quark interactions in the vector and axial斗Jectorchannels. It is 
well knownもh制， the vector contribution is rather trivia.l and summed up as a renormalization 
of the chemical potential. We are interested in the axial-ve川ωω川口butionin our context. 
We may see七hatit renormalizes the wave vector of the DCDW; tlus can be regarded as 
a kind of ver加xrenormalization of quark町 DCDWcoupling. This沿ubjectwill be discussed 
elsewhe回 [15J

A DCDW instability in color superconducting phase might 
ject to explore the phase diagram of吐uarkmat七er，whieh may 
supereonducti vity削 ldferromagnetism. 

another interesting sub-
to a coexistence of 

The author thanks K. Takahashi for stimulating discussions and u開 fulcomments.耳e
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Institu恥ぅa.ndby出世 JapaneseGrant時.in-Aidfor Sdenti自cResearch Fund ofもheMinI凶ryof 
Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology 1640272， 13640282). 
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